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Build with style.



Autumn Harvest Cobble Hill

Indiana Blend Iron Mountain

Mocha Silver Slate

Georgia Citadel®



Realistic Profiles

Unlike most manufactured stone, 
Arriscraft products feature authentic 
profiles, whether it be the robust 
Matterhorn, or the tumbled elegance 
of Citadel®.

Silver Slate



Cumberland

Rockport Grey Rustic Bark

Savannah Sienna

Weatherwood



The Arriscraft Advantage

Our unique Natural ProcessTM technology yields 
cement-free stone, boasting the aesthetic, durability 
and strength benefits of quarried stone with simpler, 
more cost effective installation.

Weatherwood



Blueridge

Augusta Barnwood

Matterhorn

Saddle

Chalet

Cotton Creek



Arizona Red Big Horn

Pine Bluff Smoky Mountain

Old Country

Sugarcane with BrownSugarcane



Café Champagne

Garnet Ginger

Renaissance®

LimestoneGraphite



MerlotMagnolia

Montecito Oak Ridge

Suede Sunset



Cedar Woods

Harbor Grey White Pearl

Architectural Linear Series Brick

Burnt Umber

Our Architectural Linear Series Brick delivers a 
rugged, yet modern look in an elongated format.

As with our stone products, our brick is 
manufactured using the patented Natural ProcessTM 
technology, resulting in superb durability and 
aesthetics.



Arriscraft products are unique in the world, delivering the most authentic, most durable and 
most unique stone productsa. Our Natural Process™ technology combines natural materials 
(sand and lime), plus color pigments, to create products with the aesthetics and durability of 
quarried stone.

Explore our vast style selection in a broad array of natural colors, profiles and finishes. You 
can even combine color palettes and order unique colors through our customization options. 
Whatever your vision, we know you’ll discover that it’s possible with Arriscraft.

Renaissance® Café Rocked Old Country Smokey Mountain

Matterhorn Blueridge



IMPORTANT NOTES
Colors and textures have been reproduced as closely as the printing 
process allows. Final selection should be made from actual samples.

Arriscraft stone products must be installed using industry recommended 
materials and techniques and conform to all related building requirements. 
All masonry products are intended for above-grade installations. Proper 
care, installation and cleaning are required for warranty validation.  
Please refer to the DATA sheets and CARE sheets that can be found  
at  www.arriscraft.com

www.arriscraft.com

Arriscraft is the stone products group of General 
Shale, the North American subsidiary of 
Wienerberger AG and a leading manufacturer of 
brick, one of the world’s oldest green building 
materials.

Arriscraft offers a truly comprehensive line of stone styles. 

From impressive, old-world charm to cutting-edge contemporary, we have the style to bring every 
design to life. With an extensive and unique color palette, the possibilities are unlimited.

Central Georgia Technical College Health Sciences Building | Azar/Walsh Architects | Citadel® Cobble Hill
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